This lecture discusses the reality of law in practice taking the central position of legal rules as a starting point. There are various problems with legal rules, most notably the fact that rules do not apply automatically, but are used by human beings who choose whether and how to act. Law in practice is a human process. The idea of choosing means the introduction of discretion, a concept which causes difficulties for formalist lawyers. Discretion is controversial, and is distrusted by lawyers who see it as the embodiment of arbitrary or capricious behaviour. This in turn is criticised for being unpredictable in practice. In fact, however, discretion in the real world is often rule governed. If discretion causes problems in practice, legal rules can equally cause problems. This is because the meaning of legal rules is not clear and self-evident as formalist lawyers like to claim. One consequence of the problem of rules as experienced in the real world of legal practice is the extent to which lawyers and legal officials have to rely upon discretion: the practical power to decide whether or how to use the law. This is the power to translate the words of the law into action. Discretion is both inevitable and central to the legal order.
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